
GREATER ALBUQUERQUE HOTEL & LODGING ASSOCIATION

PO Box 57045 | Albuquerque, NM 87187

December 5, 2022

Re: 1250 Menaul NE Safe Outdoor Space

Dear Mr. Palmer,

We are in receipt of the November 29,2022 email communication from Jacques Chouinard with the Rodey Law

firm sent to you and others associated with this application process.

Our association is in support of the appellants against the 1250 Menaul NE Safe Outdoor Space- Dawn Legacy

application process in its current form, and in the rush to get things moving, it seems haphazard, as there are
few concrete details presented to the public to appropriately allay their fears and concerns.

In addition, the attached a letter sent to City Councilor Trudy Jones from Bob Reule of the Menaul Business

Coalition is eye opening and cautionary to say the least, referring to the Las Cruces’ Camp Hope, an SOS model the
City of ABQ is pursuing and is worthy of further review as there is more data coming out from the early adopters
such as Seattle, Portland, Denver, and many others. We suggest instead of barreling forward, it merits a slower
and more deliberate approach, learning from other communities and gathering best practices by those pushing
this program.

GAHLA, an association representing hotels, lodging and tourism partners does support and is empathetic towards

the City of Albuquerque’s effort to manage the homelessness crisis. As hotel operators, we have intimate
understanding on how to manage lodging and have had to deal with the daily challenges that homelessness and
behavioral issues create and understand that it requires substantial security measures along with a well put
together and meaningful gameplan supported by a team of dedicated and experienced professionals to execute
and follow through successfully. It seems, that so far, a complete concrete gameplan along with associated
partnerships identified has not been presented.

If the City of Albuquerque is to be successful with the Safe Outdoor Space program and be able to expand this

venture across several locations to meet the needs and demands of our community, it must have a well-thought

out template with built-in benchmarks and/or standards for which all 3rd party contractors must meet to move

forward; along with an actual gameplan to mitigate issues in the neighboring community.

We ask that you do the proper research, as we believe you will find it supports that SOS’s increase

crime, are harmful to the economy, and in direct conflict with City revitalization and flourishing
neighborhoods.

Sincerely,

Karl Holme

Executive Director

Greater Albuquerque Hotel & Lodging Association



505-235-5984


